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2surface is derived in Sec. IV. Sec. V contains an exam-
ple of non-geodesic null two-surface as a two-dimensional
caustic of a wave-front. Discussion and outlook are pre-
sented in the nal section.
The conventions are those of Penrose{Rindler [13].
II. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE
We begin with the Stachel's variational principle. By




(x) is simple if the
condition det (p
ab
) = 0 holds. In 4D Minkowski space-























= 1) is the dual of p
ab
. This means that there


























and without loss of generality we shall assume that they















Newman{Penrose dyad (spin-frame) and spinor 
A
be
chosen as to represent the coincident principal null direc-
tions of the null bivector p
ab
. Then, one can write the





































































The null property of the twistor Z

corresponds to the
Hermitian property of x
AA
0
and reects the reality condi-
tion imposed on the points of 4D Minkowski space-time.




























































































































































































































as a twistor variational principle for the null two-surfaces.
The two-form in (2.9) is understood to be restricted to
a two-dimensional submanifold of 4D Minkowski space-























The Lagrangian density of the twistor action functional
(2.9) is multiplied by the factor q
2
under the gauge trans-














Here q(; ) is a nowhere vanishing real-valued function
and p(; ) is an arbitrary complex-valued function. This
is admissible freedom for a dierential form representing
a surface [27]. It gives rise to the invariance of the Euler-
Lagrange equations under the above mentioned transfor-
mations. The invariance corresponds to the possibility
of rescaling with real multiples of the extent of the null
direction tangent to the null two-surface and to addition















These transformations comprise the null-rotations and
boost-rotations (cf. Ref. [28]).
3III. EQUATIONS OF MOTION
A. Euler-Lagrange equations.
The Lagrangian of the twistor variational principle de-

































= (@=@; @=@) and exten-
sively use the shorthand notations \_" = @

and \ " =
@




























g are the dynamical quan-
tities. The substitution of the Lagrangian density (3.1)











































































































































and the world-sheet derivatives of x
AA
0





In what follows it will be also convenient to take the










































































and the symmetric spin-tensor 
AB











Let us consider the rst equation in the system (3.3).
Utilizing the formulae presented above, we obtain that


































































Substituting the second equation in (3.6) into the rst
one and using the second identity in (3.4), we can repre-

































































) = 0: (3.7)
















































































































)] = 0: (3.8)
Substituting the second equation in this system into the
rst and using (3.4) again, we nd that the second equa-





































































) = 0: (3.9)
We incidentally observe that the second equations in the
systems (3.7) and (3.9) are complex conjugates of one an-
other. We next consider the third equation of the system

















































The substitution of the second equation above into the
rst and the use of (3.4) allow us to write this pair of








































































The second equation in (3.12) can be used to rewrite
































We also nd that the second equation in (3.11) is complex
conjugate of the second equation in (3.13).
Let us use the rst equation in (3.9) to simplify the





















































constitute a normalized basis for the
two-dimensional vector space C
2
, the equation above is













































Performing the same procedure with the rst equations


















It coincides with the second equation in the system
(3.15).
Finally, for the purposes of the future analysis, we di-




































































































































Here we made the substitutions of dummy indices where
appropriate and presented complex conjugate versions of
some equations.
B. Preliminary analysis
Now we shall establish a few auxiliary results.













for some complex-valued function v(; ).
Let us substitute the representation (3.20) into the sec-















































































































































and this fact can be used to show that the left hand side

























































The equations (3.24) and (3.26) result in the identity
(1.1). The left hand side of (1.1) is the determinant
of the induced metric on the null string world-sheet, or
equivalently, on a two-dimensional real null submanifold
of 4D Minkowski space-time, and this equation shows
that it vanishes identically. The vanishing property of
the determinant of the induced metric is invariant under
the group of non-degenerate dieomorphisims of the null
string world-sheet
 ! f(; ); ! '(; ): (3.27)
According to the second Noether theorem [29, 30], the
reparametrization invariance (3.27) of the twistor action
functional implies that the equations of motion contain
two arbitrary real-valued functions. Then, without loss
of generality, we can choose one of them in such a way
as to ensure that _x
2




= 0; _xx = 0: (3.28)
Having xed the orthogonal gauge (3.28), we restrict the
group of dieomorphisms of the null string world-sheet
to the following subgroup of transformations:
 ! f(; );  ! '(): (3.29)



































































The second equation in the system (3.31), together with
the null property (3.28) of the vector eld _x
a
, gives rise










where r(; ) is a real-valued function. This representa-
tion for one of the two vector elds tangent to the null
string world-sheet automatically solves the rst equation
of the system (3.31). The result (3.32) and the second



































where (; ) and g(; ) are complex- and real-valued
functions, respectively. Therefore, the representation for
two linearly independent vector elds tangent to the null
































The substitution of the representation (3.35) into the rst











vanishes corresponds to the
geodesic property of the null string world-sheets and it
has been considered in Ref. [5]. Unfortunately, the au-
thors of that article had overlooked the other possibility,
given by the vanishing of the expression in the round
brackets in the equation (3.36), and had not paid any
attention to non-geodesic null strings. The remainder of
this paper will be devoted to the analysis of the non-
geodesic case, which corresponds, as we shall see, to the
situation when the function (; ) is purely imaginary.
It is convenient to redene the function  to be a real-
valued function in the null string motion equations and






by means of the substitution  !  i. Taking into ac-
count (3.35), we can reduce the remainder of the motion



























































































































where r(; ) and (; ) are arbitrary real-valued func-
tions.
Let us briey explore the eects of the gauge transfor-
mations (2.12) and the null string world-sheet reparame-
trizations (3.29) on the equations of motion. The gauge
transformations (2.12) leave the null string motion equa-
tions (3.38) invariant and result in simple redenitions of
the functions r and g
r! q
2
r; g ! q
2
g   iq(p   p): (3.39)























We then observe that the reparametrizations (3.29) pre-
serve the form of the null string motion equations (3.38)
while leading to the following redinitions of the func-





r; g ! '
 1





fr;  ! '
 1
: (3.41)
One can easily check that the null property of the vec-
tor eld _x
a





are preserved with respect to both those
transformations.
The invariant property of the twistor action functional
with respect to either of those transformations can be






of the space-like vector eld x
AA
0
from the null string
equations of motion (3.38). This can be achieved by per-
forming the transformations (2.12) with the parameters
q = 1; i(p  p) = 
 1
g; (3.42)
where the real part of the function p may remain arbi-



























































They are invariant under the gauge transformations
(2.12) with real functions p(; ). These restricted gauge
transformations result in trivial rescaling of the function




and reect the freedom inherent in the choice of the ex-
tent of the null direction represented by the vector eld
_x
a
. This restriction of the admissible gauge transforma-
tions to those with real ps further reduces the repara-
metrization freedom of the null string world-sheet. The
invariance of the null string equations of motion in the
form (3.43) requires that the function f entering the re-
parametrization transformations (3.29) is a function of 
alone, thereby restricting the reparametrization freedom
to the following transformations:
 ! f( );  ! '(): (3.45)
In the equations above the function r denes the ex-








the null string world-sheet. We also note that unre-
stricted gauge transformations (2.12) preserve the associ-













. This vector is orthogonal to the



























dene a (non-normalized) Newman-Penrose tetrad for





can be expressed in the terms of the usual complex






























In turn, this leads to some compatibility conditions on





. It will have proven interesting to explore the geomet-
rical signicance of the compatibility conditions (3.47).









































































In the derivation we have used the fact that in 4D Min-
kowski space-time the derivatives r
a
commute. Now,
geometrical meaning of the condition (3.47) becomes ap-
parent, it requires the Lie derivative of the connecting
vector eld q
a
along the vector eld l
a
to be contained






















 are some real-
valued functions of  and . This equation can be recog-
nized as the Frobenius integrability condition applied to




. We note in passing that the
vector eld q
a
plays the role of the Jacobi eld along the
null congruence given by the vector eld rl
a
and, there-
fore, is simply a Lie-dragged vector eld. This condition
can be phrased in a yet another form by observing that























Having established the geometrical meaning of the
compatibility conditions (3.47), or equivalently (3.51),



















Noting that the second term on the left hand side van-


































Summarizing, the Frobenius integrability conditions for
the two-dimensional submanifold of 4DMinkowski space-
time representing the null string world-sheet are given by
the formulae (3.53) and (3.54). A straightforward calcu-
lation shows that these equations are invariant under the
restricted (to real qs and ps) gauge transformations of
the form (2.12).
At this point we can compare the dierent forms of
the integrability conditions, namely, the dierential con-
dition for the null bivector p
ab
(x) stated in Sec. I and
(3.50). For this purpose, we note that the null bivector





















Here we have used the denitions (2.8) and (2.3) for the





malization conditions (2.2) and identity (3.5). The inte-











where the totally antisymmetric tensor density 
bcde
is



















































































































































































































Then, the desired result follows from equating the right
hand side of the formula (3.60) to zero. Since the equa-
tion (3.56) is equivalent to its projections on the spin-





















we derive the results which are presented below. Firstly,

















are the complex conjugates




























Finally, the projection of (3.56) on the remaining element


































































































(3.62) reduces those equations to the system (3.53) and
(3.54). This concludes our demonstration of the equiva-
lence of the integrability conditions (3.56) and (3.50).





































We nd that the integrability conditions (3.63) coincide
with the null string equations of motion in the system
(3.43).
The conclusion of the subsection is that the integra-
bility conditions do not contribute additional constraints
to the null string equations of motion (3.43). Moreover,
the complete system of the null string equations of mo-





(3.43) together with their compatibility conditions (3.47).
It is easy to show that non-geodesic null string equa-
tions of motion derived in the article [24] can be cast into
the form (3.43). This proves that the two variational for-
mulations are equivalent on the classical level. All the
results on the properties of those equations also hold in
our case. For more details we refer an interested reader to
that paper. It is also remarkable that the present formu-
lation is free of the pair of articial auxiliary world-sheet
quantities, 

, in the action principle, which was pro-
posed by Bandos and Zheltukhin in Ref. [3] and studied
by Zheltukhin and Ilyenko in Refs. [22, 23, 24, 25]. The
action principle of [24] contains eight arbitrary functions
of  and , namely, two 

s and six components of the
external antisymmetric gauge eld B
ab
(x). Nevertheless,
as we showed there, only two gauge invariant combina-
tions of the eld strength components of B
ab
(x) enter
the equations of motion. This means that only four func-
tions dene generic null string dynamics in 4DMinkowski
space-time, as is the case with the present formulation.
Summarizing, in this section we have shown that the
twistor action functional (2.9) describes the null string as
a two-dimensional submanifold of 4D Minkowski space-
time with a degenerate induced metric.
IV. EVOLUTION EQUATION
A. Preliminary results
The invariance of the null string equations of motion
under the restricted gauge transformations of the form
(2.12) with real functions q and p enables us to im-
pose one more gauge condition on the functions enter-
ing the complete equations of motion of a null string.
It will prove convenient in the non-geodesic case to
x the extents of the null directions tangent to the








This amounts to taking r = 
 1
, where  is the spin-
coeÆcient, whose non-vanishing property shows that a
null congruence is non-geodesic (cf. [13, Vol. 2, p. ??]).













Here p is a real-valued function of  and . The gauge
transformations of the form (4.2) correspond to the free-
dom inherent in the denition of the ag planes, which
are associated with the agpole directions l
a
tangent to
the null string world-sheet. The condition (4.1) xes nat-
ural parameter,  , along the integral curves of the vector
eld l
a
, thus restricting the reparametrization invariance
(3.45) to trivial transformations
 ! ; ! '(): (4.3)
Under these transformations the agpole extent, 
 1
, re-
mains invariant, whereas  changes to '
 1
.
The condition for the natural parametrization (4.1)











is proportional to 
A
. Using the de-




















In what follows, we shall denote the expression in the
square brackets in the equation (4.5) as U . The natural








up to addition of real multiples of 
A
.
B. Derivation of equation





to nd a non-linear evolution equa-
tion obeyed by the coordinate, x
a
(; ), of the null string
9world-sheet. Since the analysis here is applicable only
to the non-geodesic case, we shall restrict our derivation
to the situation when the natural parametrization is ap-
plied.
































First, taking the  -derivative of x
a




































































Here we have made the use of the identity (x
2
)= 2xx__. In
order to obtain the -derivative of  we can employ the







. Taking the -derivative of _x
a




































































) = i(U  

U ); (4.12)
where we used the normalization condition (4.1). Em-













On the other hand, taking into account (4.5), the rst













Dierentiating this equation with respect to  and mak-

























)_ = 0: (4.15)







In a generic situation of a non-geodesic case neither 





; the results (4.7), (4.9), (4.10) and (4.16)

















This equation is accompanied by the two constraints
(3.28). A straightforward but tedious calculation shows
that the evolution equation and the constraints are in-
variant under the world-sheet reparametrizations of the
form (3.45).
The evolution equation (4.17), obeyed by the coordi-
nate x
a
(; ) of the non-geodesic null string world-sheet,






Here we present an example of a non-geodesic null two-
surface and explore its connections with the null string in-
terpretation of such surfaces in 4D Minkowski space-time
and the evolution equation derived for the non-geodesic
null two-surfaces in the previous section. We shall build
this example as a two-dimensional caustic of a suitable
null hypersurface in 4D Minkowski space-time.
A. Null hypersurface












(1 + 2 sin
2
v + u) cos v cosw
(1 + 2 sin
2
v + u) cos v sinw
(3  2 sin
2






Here a is a constant with the dimension of length. Tak-
ing the advantage of an axial symmetry present in our
























calculate the vector elds spanning the tangent space to





















(u+ 2  cos 2v) cos v[0;  sinw; cosw; 0]:



























One can also check the orthogonal property of these vec-













0. The equations above show that the hypersurface (5.1)
is null. We can also write the necessarily degenerate in-
duced metric, G

. Here the subscript indices  and 
























v(u+ 2  cos 2v)
2
]: (5.4)
This matrix has the rank of two everywhere with the
exception of the following parameter values:
u = 3 cos 2v; cos v = 0 or u = cos 2v   2: (5.5)
It is of rank one matrix there excluding two points
x
a
= ( 3a=4; 0; 0;a), where the induced metric is of
zero rank. One can show that parameter values cos v = 0




 z; x = y = 0 (5.6)
and the parameter values given by the last equality in










On the contrary, the rst equality in (5.5) denes a
two-dimensional surface. Substituting u = 3 cos 2v into













By construction, this is a caustic two-surface for the null
hypersurface (5.1) and the tangent plains to the two-
surface span the null hypersurface. Accounting for the
axial symmetry of our example, the caustic null two-
surface is shown by thick solid and dashed lines in Fig. 1.













v[0;  sinw; cosw; 0]: (5.9)
The latter new tangent eld coincides with the eld ob-




in (5.2), while the former is only a mul-
tiple of the null vector eld x
a
u
in (5.2). For this reason
and to simplify subsequent calculations, we can equally
use the null vector eld x
a
u
in order to nd the spinor
corresponding to the null direction tangent to the two-








space-like at the points given by the equation (5.8), we
infer that the two-surface is a null two-surface in 4D Min-
kowski space-time. The parametric representation (5.8)
also provides a representation for this surface as an in-
FIG. 1: The null hypersurface (5.1). One dimension is
suppressed. The dark solid and dashed lines show its two-
dimensional null caustic surface.
11











































Here j4ct=3aj  1. Eliminating 4ct=3a from the equa-
tions in (5.10), we observe that in a particular reference
frame the projection of this null two-surface in a hyper-
plane of constant time is an astroid of revolution with





















As well known, a compact space-like two-surface in
4D Minkowski space-time can be represented as an inter-
section of two null hypersurfaces. Somewhat analogues to
that situation, two-dimensional self-intersections (caus-
tics) of null hypersurfaces provide examples of non-
geodesic null two-surfaces in 4D Minkowski space-time.
In order to make connection with the description of the
previous sections, we need the spin-tensor expressions of
various vector eld quantities. As mentioned above, the
null vector eld x
a
u
can be employed to obtain the spinor
eld describing the null directions tangent to the null




































is real-valued and null, the determinant of










































B. Non-geodesic null string
Now we are in a position to explore connections be-
tween the example null two-surface and a non-geodesic
null string world-sheet in 4D Minkowski space-time, [24].
Changing the parameters (v; w) to (; ) we can rewrite
the parametric representation (5.8) for the null two-
surface as x
a







 ]. The range of the parameters is  2 [=2; ] and
 2 [0; 2]. This corresponds to a closed null string with
the parameter  playing the role of a time variable. The

















is given by the formula (5.13) with the necessary

































which, together with 
A
, constitutes a normalized New-
man-Penrose dyad (spin-frame) for all admissible values


























tangent to the null two-




; x = y = 0; z =  a (5.17)
and, in addition, the vector eld _x
a










; z = 0: (5.18)
Comparing the results (5.14) and (5.16) with the rst
two equations in the system (3.43), we can identify the

















can be used to obtain the
functions (!   ln jj)_ and  of the Ref. [24] directly, the
result reads:






This knowledge is important for relating Re _! and  with
the quantities which represent the eld strength of the
gauge eld B
ab





































Substituting the result (5.20) in these equations we have































The formulae above show that the quantity  repre-
senting the only physical degree of freedom of the eld
strength diverges at the space-time points (5.17) and on
the circle (5.18).
Therefore, in a particular reference frame, Fig. 2, one
can interpret the null two-surface of this section as a pair
12
FIG. 2: Null string interpretation of the two-dimensional
caustic surface. (a) A section of the two-surface by a hyper-
plane of constant time (one space dimension is not shown).
(b) The space picture of the null strings dynamics.
of circular null strings which appear with zero radius at
t =  3a=4c at spatial points (x, y, z) = (0, 0, a). They
then expand until the time t = 3a=4c, when they disap-
pear having the circumference of 2a. The null strings
are the sections of the caustic two-surface in Fig. 1 by the
hyperplanes of constant time. Projection of the world-
sheets of the null strings into a particular reference frame
constitutes the astroid of revolution described earlier in
this section.
C. Evolution equation
It is also interesting to make connections of this ex-
ample with the evolution equation for non-geodesic null
strings derived in the previous section. The paramet-




, together with the results
(5.14) and (5.16), can be utilized to verify the equality










sin 2 cos  and U  

U = 0: (5.23)

































Finally, with the aid of results obtained above, we observe
that the evolution equation (4.17) holds.
VI. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
Firstly, the method employed in this paper for obtain-
ing a variational principle, (2.9), for a null two-surface
can be, in principle, used for designing a twistor varia-
tional principle for time-like two-surfaces (conventional
strings) and space-like two-surfaces. The idea is to take
a simple bivector eld p
ab









=  1. The lat-
ter condition would single out the string (compare with
the last part of [5]), while the former would correspond
to a space-like two-surface. It is easy to see that such
a procedure uniquely xes the symmetric second rank
spin-tensor eld 
AB
(x) in the standard decomposition of















































would dene a two-surface subject to the dierential con-
straint stated in Sec. I [see the equation (3.55)]. Now, one
hopes that the use of spinor decomposition for p
ab
(x),
consistent with either of the formulated algebraic con-
straints, would provide equations of motion, which au-
tomatically incorporate the dierential constraints for-
mulated in the Sec. I. Such an assertion is supported
by the success of this procedure for the null two-surfaces
(null strings) presented in the current contribution. It
may well be possible to derive the analogues of the evo-
lution equation (4.17) for generic (interacting) strings
in 4D Minkowski space-time and curved space-times of
general relativity, where exist explicit spinor and twistor
constructions (cf. [31, Eqn. (16)] and [32, Eqns. (3.6){
(3.11)]). In the same way it should be possible to build
13
twistor action functionals in the both cases for generic
time-like and space-like two-surfaces of 4D Minkowski
space-time.
Secondly, if one employs Feber's denition of a
SU(2; 2 jN ) supertwistor [33], one could build a descrip-
tion of null strings with spin in the physical dimensions
of space-time. Its analisys presumably would follow the
standard pass outlined in the works of Shirafuji [10] and
Bengtsson et al. [34].
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